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in this fascinating survey of everything from how sounds become speech to how names work

david crystal answers every question you might ever have had about the nuts and bolts of

language in his usual highly illuminating way along the way we find out about eyebrow flashes

whistling languages how parents teach their children to speak how politeness travels across

languages and how the way we talk show not just how old we are but where we re from and

even who we want to be publisher description no ordinary dictionary david crystal s dictionary

of language includes not only descriptions of hundreds of languages literally from a to z

abkhaz to zyryan and definitions of literary and grammatical concepts but also explanations of

terms used in linguistics language teaching and speech pathology if you are wondering how

many people speak macedonian malay or makua or if you re curious about various theories of

the origins of language or if you were always unsure of the difference between structuralism

semiotics and sociolinguistics this superbly authoritative dictionary will answer all of your

questions and hundred of others written in a detailed and fascinating manner this book is ideal

for general readers interested in the english language a thorough review of the worldwide

problem of language endangerment and death we are living through the consequences of a

linguistic revolution dramatic linguistic change has left us at the beginning of a new era in the

evolution of human language with repercussions for many individual languages in this book

david crystal one of the world s authorities on language brings together for the first time the

three major trends which he argues have fundamentally altered the world s linguistic ecology

first the emergence of english as the world s first truly global language second the crisis

facing huge numbers of languages which are currently endangered or dying and third the

radical effect on language of the arrival of internet technology examining the interrelationships

between these topics crystal encounters a vision of a linguistic future which is radically

different from what has existed in the past and which will make us revise many cherished
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concepts relating to the way we think about and work with languages everyone is affected by

this linguistic revolution the language revolution will be essential reading for anyone interested

in language and communication in the twenty first century words words words is all about the

wonder of words drawing on a lifetime s experience david crystal explores language in all its

rich varieties through words the very building blocks of our communication language has no

life of its own it only exists in the mouths and ears hands eyes and brains of its users as we

are guided expertly and passionately through the mysteries and delights of word origins

histories spellings regional and social variations taboo words jargon and wordplay the

contribution we all play in shaping the linguistic world around us becomes evident words

words words is a celebration of what we say and how we say it it invites us to engage

linguistically with who we are to understand what words tell us about where we come from

and what we do and as they continually shape our lives it suggests ways that we can look at

words anew and get involved with collecting and coining words ourselves this is the definitive

survey of the english language in all its forms crystal writes accessibly about the structure of

the language the uses of english throughout the world and finally he gives a brief history of

english the book has been fully revised and there is a fascinating new chapter on the effect of

technology on the english language illuminating guided tour of our common treasure by one of

its most lucid and sensible professionals the times a splendid blend of erudition and

entertainment thes essay from the year 2012 in the subject english language and literature

studies linguistics grade 1 3 carl von ossietzky university of oldenburg institut für anglistik und

amerikanistik course introduction to the integrated language studies language english abstract

david crystal s essay language developments in british english deals with recent changes of

the english language and its causes throughout the text crystal points out that language

changes alongside culture and society moreover he alludes that they do not only change to a

similar extend but that they also have a strong impact on one another the author collects

arguments in favour of language change and against it the following text seeks to discuss the

text by david crystal against the background of the given statement by jonathan swift

moreover it will be carved out whether the arguments which oppose language change

outweigh the ones which support it in this exhilarating and often hilarious book david crystal
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examines why we devote so much time and energy to language games how professionals

make a career of them and how young children instinctively take to them crystal makes a

simple argument that since playing with language is so natural a natural way to learn

language is to play with it while he discusses puns crosswords lipograms comic alphabets

rhymes funny voices taken from dialect and popular culture limericks anagrams scat singing

and much more presents a range of terms associated with the field of linguistics it

concentrates on terms which cut across subject boundaries and which are central to general

linguistic theory and practice it deliberately avoids terms which are dealt with in the other

books in the series kidnapping attempted assassination espionage not the answers you d

expect to the question what happens when you become a linguist but now reflecting on a long

and hugely successful career at the forefront of the field of english language and linguistics

david crystal answers this question and offers us a special look behind the scenes at the

adventures rewards challenges and pitfalls of his life in language both an autobiography and a

highly accessible introduction to the field of linguistics just a phrase i m going through

illuminates and entertains us with its many insights into the ever fascinating subject of

language david crystal is synonymous with language both as a great populariser and linguistic

pioneer and his contribution to the field is unparalleled this is a book not just for students and

teachers but for all lovers of language for more about david crystal at routledge visit routledge

com textbooks 9780415485746 a groundbreaking history of worldwide english in all its dialects

differences and linguistic delights informative distinctive a spirited celebration the guardian in

this well informed and appealing work publishers weekly david crystal puts aside the usual

focus on standard english and instead provides a startlingly original view of where the

richness creativity and diversity of the language truly lies in the accents and dialects of

nonstandard english users all over the world whatever their regional social or ethnic

background each group has a story worth telling whether it is in scotland or somerset south

africa or singapore he reminds us that for several hundred wonderful years there was no such

thing as incorrect english and traces the evolution of the language from a few thousand anglo

saxons to the 1 5 billion people who speak it today moving from beowulf to chaucer to

shakespeare to dickens and the present day crystal puts regional speech and writing at center
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stage giving a sense of the social realities behind the development of english this significant

shift in perspective enables us to understand for the first time the importance of everyday

previously marginalized voices in our language and provides an argument too for the way

english should be taught in the future a work of impeccable scholarship that could easily serve

as a standard textbook for students of linguistics but mr crystal reaching out to a more general

audience recognizes that even the most avid reader might flinch at the sections on old norse

grammatical influence cleverly he has sprinkled the book with little digressions set apart in

boxes that address historical mysteries strange loanwords interesting etymologies and the like

the new york times learned and often provocative demonstrates repeatedly that common

conceptions about language are often historically inaccurate split infinitives bothered no one

until recently likewise sentence ending prepositions kirkus reviews starred review simply the

best introductory history of the english language family that we have the plan of the book is

ingenious the writing lively the exposition clear and the scholarly standard uncompromisingly

high j m coetzee winner of the nobel prize in literature in this book david crystal confronts the

foe of many grammar once taught relentlessly to all students in the english speaking world

grammar disappeared from most school curricula so terms such as preposition and

conjunction now often confound children and adults alike in this breezy entertaining book

crystal proves that grammar needn t make us uneasy we can all make sense of how we make

sense provided by publisher david crystal proves why the story of language deserves retelling

from the first words of an infant to the peculiar modern dialect of text messaging a little book

of language ranges widely revealing language s myriad intricacies and quirks he discusses

the plight of endangered languages as well as successful cases of linguistic revitalisation it s

not what you say it s the way that you say it there have long been debates about correct

pronunciation in the english language and britain s most distinguished linguistic expert david

crystal is here to set the record straight sounds appealing tells us exactly why and how we

pronounce words as we do pronunciation is integral to communication and is tailored to meet

the demands of the two main forces behind language intelligibility and identity equipping his

readers with knowledge of phonetics linguistics and physiology with examples ranging from

eliza doolittle to winston churchill david crystal explores the origins of regional accents how
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they are influenced by class and education and how their peculiarities have changed over

time the aim of this book is to provide a succinct accessible and comprehensive guide to

linguistic concepts and names linguistic here does not mean the technical terminology of

linguistic sciences but language in a more everyday sense terms are drawn from the various

applied areas of language study such as language teaching speech pathology stylistics

typography and lexicography as well as from core topics such as grammar figures of speech

and basic phonetics the dictionary sets out to answer questions people are likely to ask about

language such as which language s do they speak in such a country all the countries of the

world are included and how many people speak x several hundred languages are included

there are entries on knowledge about language and linc and the ongoing developments in

corpus compilation cobuild british national corpus a great deal of background is given to the

language profiles e g early literary history pronunciations of language names and of several

other terms are given a small number of entries deal with linguistics in particular the main

schools of thought and basic concepts e g competence morphology abbreviations are included

in all there are almost 2750 entries and there are c 5000 cross references to give readers a

wide range of access points to the information carefully chosen illustrations show things that

cannot easily be expressed in text such as alphabets a selection of cartoons reinforces the

author s conviction that language study can be fun we all know eloquence when we hear it

but what exactly is it and how might we gain more of it for ourselves this entertaining and yes

eloquent book illuminates the power of language from a linguistic point of view and provides

fascinating insights into the way we use words david crystal a world renowned expert on the

history and usage of the english language probes the intricate workings of eloquence his lively

analysis encompasses everyday situations wedding speeches business presentations

storytelling as well as the oratory of great public gatherings crystal focuses on the here and

now of eloquent speaking from pitch pace and prosody to jokes appropriateness and how to

wield a microphone he explains what is going on moment by moment and examines each

facet of eloquence he also investigates topics such as the way current technologies help or

hinder our verbal powers the psychological effects of verbal excellence and why certain places

or peoples are thought to be more eloquent than others in the core analysis of the book
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crystal offers an extended and close dissection of barack obama s electrifying yes we can

speech of 2008 in which the president demonstrated full mastery of virtually every element of

eloquence from the simple use of parallelism and an awareness of what not to say to his

brilliant conclusion constructed around two powerful words dreams and answers in this

student friendly guidebook leading language authority professor david crystal follows on from

his landmark bestseller language and the internet and takes things one step further this book

presents the area as a new field internet linguistics learning to talk is probably the greatest

milestone in a child s development a deeply moving and often hilarious experience for all

parents in this charming and informative book britain s leading expert on the english language

talks you through every stage in your child s language development over thirty years after its

original publication this new and updated edition of listen to your child shows us that while the

world our children are growing up in may have changed one thing has not parents still need to

listen gathering decades of research from psychologists and linguists professor crystal shows

how the more we know about language acquisition from cooking and babbling to melodic

scribble talk and simple words and then to incessant chatter the more there is to delight in

from birth to the early school years listen to your child provides a painless introduction to the

study of child language acquisition as well as invaluable advice for parents in this entertaining

history world s most ubiquitous language linguistics expert david crystal draws on one

hundred words that best illustrate the huge variety of sources influences and events that have

helped to shape our vernacular since the word roe was written down on the bone ankle of a

roe deer in the fifth century featuring ancient words loaf cutting edge terms that reflect our

world twittersphere indispensable words that shape our tongue and what and more fanciful

words fopdoodle david crystal takes readers on a tour of the winding byways of our language

via the rude the obscure and the downright surprising so how can we better understand

shakespeare david crystal provides a lively and original introduction to shakespeare s

language making his plays easily accessible to modern day audiences banter chit chat gossip

natter tete a tete these are just a few of the terms for the varied ways in which we interact

with one another through conversation david crystal explores the factors that motivate so

many different kinds of talk and reveals the rules we use unconsciously even in the most
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routine exchanges of everyday conversation we tend to think of conversation as something

spontaneous instinctive habitual it has been described as an art as a game sometimes even

as a battle whichever metaphor we use most people are unaware of what the rules are how

they work and how we can bend and break them when circumstances warrant it from homer

winged words to robert burns beware a tongue that s smoothly hung to rudyard kipling words

are of course the most powerful drug used by mankind writers from all over the world have

put pen to paper on the inexhaustible topic of language yet surprisingly their writings on the

subject have never been gathered in a single volume in words on words david and hilary

crystal have collected nearly 5 000 quotations about language and all its intriguing aspects

speaking reading writing translation verbosity usage slang and more as the stock in trade of

so many professions orators media personalities writers and countless others language s

appeal as a subject is extraordinarily relevant and wide ranging the quotations are grouped

thematically under 65 different headings from the nature of language through the language of

politics to quoting and misquoting this arrangement enables the reader to explore a topic

through a variety of lenses ancient and modern domestic and foreign scientific and casual

ironic and playful three thorough indexes to authors sources and key words provide different

entry points into the collection a valuable resource for professional writers and scholars words

on words is for anyone who loves language and all things linguistic david crystal shows what

the benefits are in studying language in a scientific way he places modern linguistics in

historical perspective and traces in the present century six ages in its development each with

its dominant theme david crystal s a dictionary of linguistics and phonetics has long been the

standard single volume reference for its field now available in its sixth edition it has been

revised and updated to reflect the latest terms in the field includes in excess of 5 100 terms

grouped into over 3 000 entries coverage reflects recommendations by a team of experts in

phonetics phonology syntax semantics sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics making it

exceptionally comprehensive incorporates new ideas stemming from the minimalist program

contains a separate table of abbreviations and table of symbols along with an updated

international phonetic alphabet updates entries to reflect the way established terms are now

perceived in light of changes in the field providing a unique insight into the historical
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development of linguistics remains the standard single volume reference for the field of

linguistics and phonetics the fascinating and surprising history of english spelling from david

crystal everyone s favorite expert logophile with the story of english in 100 words david crystal

took us on a tour through the history of our language now with spell it out he takes on the

task of answering all the questions about how we spell why is english spelling so difficult or

why are good spellers so proud of their achievement that when they see a misspelling they

condemn the writer as sloppy lazy or uneducated in thirty seven short engaging and

informative chapters crystal takes readers on a history of english spelling starting with the

roman missionaries sixth century introduction of the roman alphabet and ending with where

the language might be going he looks individually at each letter in the alphabet and its origins

he considers the question of vowels and how people developed a way to tell whether or not it

was long or short he looks at influences from other cultures and explains how english

speakers understood that the o in hopping was a short vowel rather than the long vowel of

hoping if you ve ever asked yourself questions like why do the words their there and they re

sound alike but mean very different things or how can we tell the difference between charge

the verb and charge the noun david crystal s spell it out will spell it all out for you the author

explains structure and then shows how it works in different language contexts the literary the

non literary the spoken and the written he explores a wide range of linguistic themes including

sociolinguistics language acquisition and register and shows how our language can be

interpreted now in its third edition the cambridge encyclopedia of the english language

provides the most comprehensive coverage of the history structure and worldwide use of

english fully updated and expanded with a fresh redesigned layout and over sixty audio

resources to bring language extracts to life it covers all aspects of the english language

including the history of english with new pages on shakespeare s vocabulary and

pronunciation updated statistics on global english use that now cover all countries and the

future of english in a post brexit europe regional and social variations with fresh insights into

the growing cultural identities of new englishes english in everyday use with new sections on

gender identities forensic studies and big data in corpus linguistics and digital developments

including the emergence of new online varieties in social media platforms such as facebook
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twitter and whatsapp packed with brand new colour illustrations photographs maps tables and

graphs this new edition is an essential tool for a new generation of twenty first century english

language enthusiasts some people say scohn while others say schown he says bath while

she says bahth you say potayto i say potahto and wait a second no one says potahto no one

s ever said potahto have they from reconstructing shakespeare s accent to the rise and fall of

received pronunciation actor ben crystal and his linguist father david travel the world in search

of the stories of spoken english everyone has an accent though many of us think we don t we

all have our likes and dislikes about the way other people speak and everyone has something

to say about correct pronunciation but how did all these accents come about and why do

people feel so strongly about them are regional accents dying out as english becomes a

global language and most importantly of all what went wrong in birmingham witty authoritative

and jam packed full of fascinating facts you say potato is a celebration of the myriad ways in

which the english language is spoken and how our accents in so many ways speak louder

than words this book takes a long hard look at the text messaging phenomenon and its

effects on literacy language and society young people who seem to spend much of their time

texting sometimes appear unable or unwilling to write much else media outrage has ensued it

is bleak bald sad shorthand writes a commentator in the uk guardian it masks dyslexia poor

spelling and mental laziness exam answers using textese and reports that examiners find

them acceptable have led to headlines in the tabloids and leaders in the qualities do young

people text as much as people think do adults does texting spell the end of literacy is there a

panic in the media david crystal looks at the evidence he investigates how texting began and

who uses it why and what for he shows how to interpret its mix of pictograms logograms

abbreviations symbols and wordplay and how it works in different languages he explores the

ways similar devices have been used in different eras and discovers that the texting system of

conveying sounds and meaning goes back a long way all the way in fact to the origins of

writing and he concludes that far from hindering literacy texting may turn out to help it

contents list designed for classroom use as reference source as well as a basis for discussion

learning and understanding this volume covers the main points from the national curriculum at

all levels arranged alphabetically it offers explanations of language concepts professor david
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crystal has worked with cartoonist edward mclachlan with the aim of making the entries both

informative and fun summary english is spoken or written today by a third of the world s

population an unprecedented achievement for a language how has this situation come about

and what happens to a language when it is used by so many in this illustrated history david

crystal charts the development of the language from the earliest runic inscriptions in old

english through the emergence of a standard variety of english between 1400 and 1800 to the

most modern forms of the language in concrete and text poetry in telling the story he draws

on examples from english in its various guises and uses from our everyday english to english

in the workplace and english used as a medium of playful and literary expression the regional

and international varieties of english are also considered this book shows us where language

is now where it has been and perhaps most important of all where it is heading for the new

varieties of the language appearing in world literature and on the internet show that this is a

story which is by no means over why is there an h in ghost william caxton inventor of the

printing press and his flemish employees are to blame without a dictionary or style guide to

hand in fifteenth century bruges the typesetters simply spelled it the way it sounded to their

foreign ears and it stuck seventy five per cent of english spelling is regular but twenty five per

cent is complicated and in spell it out our foremost linguistics expert david crystal extends a

helping hand to the confused and curious alike he unearths the stories behind the rogue

words that confound us and explains why these peculiarities entered the mainstream in an

epic journey taking in sixth century monks french and latin upstarts the industrial revolution

and the internet by learning the history and the principles crystal shows how the spellings that

break all the rules become easier to get right it s the most simple unassuming innocent

looking verb to be yet it is jam packed with more different meanings forms and uses than any

other english word as he reveals be s multiple incarnations david crystal takes us to the heart

of our flexible and changing language he tells the intriguing story in 26 chapters each linked to

a particular usage we meet circumstantial be how are you numerical be two and two is four

quotative be so i was like wow and ludic be oh no he isn t and a whole swarm of other

meanings bringing the ideas to life are a host of examples from sources as varied as beowulf

jane austen pantomime hamlet of course and star wars with cartoons from ed mclachlan and
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punch peppered throughout full of fascinating nuggets of information it is a book to delight any

lover of words and language
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How Language Works

2007-03-29

in this fascinating survey of everything from how sounds become speech to how names work

david crystal answers every question you might ever have had about the nuts and bolts of

language in his usual highly illuminating way along the way we find out about eyebrow flashes

whistling languages how parents teach their children to speak how politeness travels across

languages and how the way we talk show not just how old we are but where we re from and

even who we want to be

Language and the Internet

2006-08-31

publisher description

A Dictionary of Language

2001-06

no ordinary dictionary david crystal s dictionary of language includes not only descriptions of

hundreds of languages literally from a to z abkhaz to zyryan and definitions of literary and

grammatical concepts but also explanations of terms used in linguistics language teaching and

speech pathology if you are wondering how many people speak macedonian malay or makua

or if you re curious about various theories of the origins of language or if you were always

unsure of the difference between structuralism semiotics and sociolinguistics this superbly

authoritative dictionary will answer all of your questions and hundred of others

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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English as a Global Language

2012-03-29

written in a detailed and fascinating manner this book is ideal for general readers interested in

the english language

Language Death

2014-11-06

a thorough review of the worldwide problem of language endangerment and death

The Language Revolution

2018-07-10

we are living through the consequences of a linguistic revolution dramatic linguistic change

has left us at the beginning of a new era in the evolution of human language with

repercussions for many individual languages in this book david crystal one of the world s

authorities on language brings together for the first time the three major trends which he

argues have fundamentally altered the world s linguistic ecology first the emergence of english

as the world s first truly global language second the crisis facing huge numbers of languages

which are currently endangered or dying and third the radical effect on language of the arrival

of internet technology examining the interrelationships between these topics crystal

encounters a vision of a linguistic future which is radically different from what has existed in

the past and which will make us revise many cherished concepts relating to the way we think

about and work with languages everyone is affected by this linguistic revolution the language

revolution will be essential reading for anyone interested in language and communication in

the twenty first century
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The English Language

1988

words words words is all about the wonder of words drawing on a lifetime s experience david

crystal explores language in all its rich varieties through words the very building blocks of our

communication language has no life of its own it only exists in the mouths and ears hands

eyes and brains of its users as we are guided expertly and passionately through the mysteries

and delights of word origins histories spellings regional and social variations taboo words

jargon and wordplay the contribution we all play in shaping the linguistic world around us

becomes evident words words words is a celebration of what we say and how we say it it

invites us to engage linguistically with who we are to understand what words tell us about

where we come from and what we do and as they continually shape our lives it suggests

ways that we can look at words anew and get involved with collecting and coining words

ourselves

Words, Words, Words

2007

this is the definitive survey of the english language in all its forms crystal writes accessibly

about the structure of the language the uses of english throughout the world and finally he

gives a brief history of english the book has been fully revised and there is a fascinating new

chapter on the effect of technology on the english language illuminating guided tour of our

common treasure by one of its most lucid and sensible professionals the times a splendid

blend of erudition and entertainment thes

The English Language

2002-03-28

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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essay from the year 2012 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics

grade 1 3 carl von ossietzky university of oldenburg institut für anglistik und amerikanistik

course introduction to the integrated language studies language english abstract david crystal

s essay language developments in british english deals with recent changes of the english

language and its causes throughout the text crystal points out that language changes

alongside culture and society moreover he alludes that they do not only change to a similar

extend but that they also have a strong impact on one another the author collects arguments

in favour of language change and against it the following text seeks to discuss the text by

david crystal against the background of the given statement by jonathan swift moreover it will

be carved out whether the arguments which oppose language change outweigh the ones

which support it

On David Crystal's "Language developments in British English"

2021-04-27

in this exhilarating and often hilarious book david crystal examines why we devote so much

time and energy to language games how professionals make a career of them and how young

children instinctively take to them crystal makes a simple argument that since playing with

language is so natural a natural way to learn language is to play with it while he discusses

puns crosswords lipograms comic alphabets rhymes funny voices taken from dialect and

popular culture limericks anagrams scat singing and much more

Language Play

2001-06-11

presents a range of terms associated with the field of linguistics it concentrates on terms

which cut across subject boundaries and which are central to general linguistic theory and

practice it deliberately avoids terms which are dealt with in the other books in the series

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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Introducing Linguistics

1992

kidnapping attempted assassination espionage not the answers you d expect to the question

what happens when you become a linguist but now reflecting on a long and hugely successful

career at the forefront of the field of english language and linguistics david crystal answers

this question and offers us a special look behind the scenes at the adventures rewards

challenges and pitfalls of his life in language both an autobiography and a highly accessible

introduction to the field of linguistics just a phrase i m going through illuminates and entertains

us with its many insights into the ever fascinating subject of language david crystal is

synonymous with language both as a great populariser and linguistic pioneer and his

contribution to the field is unparalleled this is a book not just for students and teachers but for

all lovers of language for more about david crystal at routledge visit routledge com textbooks

9780415485746

The Future of Language

2009

a groundbreaking history of worldwide english in all its dialects differences and linguistic

delights informative distinctive a spirited celebration the guardian in this well informed and

appealing work publishers weekly david crystal puts aside the usual focus on standard english

and instead provides a startlingly original view of where the richness creativity and diversity of

the language truly lies in the accents and dialects of nonstandard english users all over the

world whatever their regional social or ethnic background each group has a story worth telling

whether it is in scotland or somerset south africa or singapore he reminds us that for several

hundred wonderful years there was no such thing as incorrect english and traces the evolution

of the language from a few thousand anglo saxons to the 1 5 billion people who speak it

today moving from beowulf to chaucer to shakespeare to dickens and the present day crystal

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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puts regional speech and writing at center stage giving a sense of the social realities behind

the development of english this significant shift in perspective enables us to understand for

the first time the importance of everyday previously marginalized voices in our language and

provides an argument too for the way english should be taught in the future a work of

impeccable scholarship that could easily serve as a standard textbook for students of

linguistics but mr crystal reaching out to a more general audience recognizes that even the

most avid reader might flinch at the sections on old norse grammatical influence cleverly he

has sprinkled the book with little digressions set apart in boxes that address historical

mysteries strange loanwords interesting etymologies and the like the new york times learned

and often provocative demonstrates repeatedly that common conceptions about language are

often historically inaccurate split infinitives bothered no one until recently likewise sentence

ending prepositions kirkus reviews starred review simply the best introductory history of the

english language family that we have the plan of the book is ingenious the writing lively the

exposition clear and the scholarly standard uncompromisingly high j m coetzee winner of the

nobel prize in literature

Just A Phrase I'm Going Through

2009-06-02

in this book david crystal confronts the foe of many grammar once taught relentlessly to all

students in the english speaking world grammar disappeared from most school curricula so

terms such as preposition and conjunction now often confound children and adults alike in this

breezy entertaining book crystal proves that grammar needn t make us uneasy we can all

make sense of how we make sense provided by publisher

How Language Works

2005

david crystal proves why the story of language deserves retelling from the first words of an
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infant to the peculiar modern dialect of text messaging a little book of language ranges widely

revealing language s myriad intricacies and quirks he discusses the plight of endangered

languages as well as successful cases of linguistic revitalisation

The Stories of English

2005-09-06

it s not what you say it s the way that you say it there have long been debates about correct

pronunciation in the english language and britain s most distinguished linguistic expert david

crystal is here to set the record straight sounds appealing tells us exactly why and how we

pronounce words as we do pronunciation is integral to communication and is tailored to meet

the demands of the two main forces behind language intelligibility and identity equipping his

readers with knowledge of phonetics linguistics and physiology with examples ranging from

eliza doolittle to winston churchill david crystal explores the origins of regional accents how

they are influenced by class and education and how their peculiarities have changed over

time

Making Sense

2017

the aim of this book is to provide a succinct accessible and comprehensive guide to linguistic

concepts and names linguistic here does not mean the technical terminology of linguistic

sciences but language in a more everyday sense terms are drawn from the various applied

areas of language study such as language teaching speech pathology stylistics typography

and lexicography as well as from core topics such as grammar figures of speech and basic

phonetics the dictionary sets out to answer questions people are likely to ask about language

such as which language s do they speak in such a country all the countries of the world are

included and how many people speak x several hundred languages are included there are

entries on knowledge about language and linc and the ongoing developments in corpus
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compilation cobuild british national corpus a great deal of background is given to the language

profiles e g early literary history pronunciations of language names and of several other terms

are given a small number of entries deal with linguistics in particular the main schools of

thought and basic concepts e g competence morphology abbreviations are included in all

there are almost 2750 entries and there are c 5000 cross references to give readers a wide

range of access points to the information carefully chosen illustrations show things that cannot

easily be expressed in text such as alphabets a selection of cartoons reinforces the author s

conviction that language study can be fun

A Little Book of Language

2019

we all know eloquence when we hear it but what exactly is it and how might we gain more of

it for ourselves this entertaining and yes eloquent book illuminates the power of language from

a linguistic point of view and provides fascinating insights into the way we use words david

crystal a world renowned expert on the history and usage of the english language probes the

intricate workings of eloquence his lively analysis encompasses everyday situations wedding

speeches business presentations storytelling as well as the oratory of great public gatherings

crystal focuses on the here and now of eloquent speaking from pitch pace and prosody to

jokes appropriateness and how to wield a microphone he explains what is going on moment

by moment and examines each facet of eloquence he also investigates topics such as the

way current technologies help or hinder our verbal powers the psychological effects of verbal

excellence and why certain places or peoples are thought to be more eloquent than others in

the core analysis of the book crystal offers an extended and close dissection of barack obama

s electrifying yes we can speech of 2008 in which the president demonstrated full mastery of

virtually every element of eloquence from the simple use of parallelism and an awareness of

what not to say to his brilliant conclusion constructed around two powerful words dreams and

answers
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Sounds Appealing

2017-12-14

in this student friendly guidebook leading language authority professor david crystal follows on

from his landmark bestseller language and the internet and takes things one step further this

book presents the area as a new field internet linguistics

An Encyclopedic Dictionary of Language and Languages

1992-01

learning to talk is probably the greatest milestone in a child s development a deeply moving

and often hilarious experience for all parents in this charming and informative book britain s

leading expert on the english language talks you through every stage in your child s language

development over thirty years after its original publication this new and updated edition of

listen to your child shows us that while the world our children are growing up in may have

changed one thing has not parents still need to listen gathering decades of research from

psychologists and linguists professor crystal shows how the more we know about language

acquisition from cooking and babbling to melodic scribble talk and simple words and then to

incessant chatter the more there is to delight in from birth to the early school years listen to

your child provides a painless introduction to the study of child language acquisition as well as

invaluable advice for parents

The Gift of the Gab

2016-05-17

in this entertaining history world s most ubiquitous language linguistics expert david crystal

draws on one hundred words that best illustrate the huge variety of sources influences and

events that have helped to shape our vernacular since the word roe was written down on the
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bone ankle of a roe deer in the fifth century featuring ancient words loaf cutting edge terms

that reflect our world twittersphere indispensable words that shape our tongue and what and

more fanciful words fopdoodle david crystal takes readers on a tour of the winding byways of

our language via the rude the obscure and the downright surprising

Internet Linguistics

2011-02

so how can we better understand shakespeare david crystal provides a lively and original

introduction to shakespeare s language making his plays easily accessible to modern day

audiences

Listen to Your Child

1989-01-26

banter chit chat gossip natter tete a tete these are just a few of the terms for the varied ways

in which we interact with one another through conversation david crystal explores the factors

that motivate so many different kinds of talk and reveals the rules we use unconsciously even

in the most routine exchanges of everyday conversation we tend to think of conversation as

something spontaneous instinctive habitual it has been described as an art as a game

sometimes even as a battle whichever metaphor we use most people are unaware of what

the rules are how they work and how we can bend and break them when circumstances

warrant it

The Story of English in 100 Words

2013-03-26

from homer winged words to robert burns beware a tongue that s smoothly hung to rudyard

kipling words are of course the most powerful drug used by mankind writers from all over the
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world have put pen to paper on the inexhaustible topic of language yet surprisingly their

writings on the subject have never been gathered in a single volume in words on words david

and hilary crystal have collected nearly 5 000 quotations about language and all its intriguing

aspects speaking reading writing translation verbosity usage slang and more as the stock in

trade of so many professions orators media personalities writers and countless others

language s appeal as a subject is extraordinarily relevant and wide ranging the quotations are

grouped thematically under 65 different headings from the nature of language through the

language of politics to quoting and misquoting this arrangement enables the reader to explore

a topic through a variety of lenses ancient and modern domestic and foreign scientific and

casual ironic and playful three thorough indexes to authors sources and key words provide

different entry points into the collection a valuable resource for professional writers and

scholars words on words is for anyone who loves language and all things linguistic

Child Language, Learning, and Linguistics

1976

david crystal shows what the benefits are in studying language in a scientific way he places

modern linguistics in historical perspective and traces in the present century six ages in its

development each with its dominant theme

Think on My Words

2012-03-29

david crystal s a dictionary of linguistics and phonetics has long been the standard single

volume reference for its field now available in its sixth edition it has been revised and updated

to reflect the latest terms in the field includes in excess of 5 100 terms grouped into over 3

000 entries coverage reflects recommendations by a team of experts in phonetics phonology

syntax semantics sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics making it exceptionally comprehensive

incorporates new ideas stemming from the minimalist program contains a separate table of
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abbreviations and table of symbols along with an updated international phonetic alphabet

updates entries to reflect the way established terms are now perceived in light of changes in

the field providing a unique insight into the historical development of linguistics remains the

standard single volume reference for the field of linguistics and phonetics

Let's Talk

2020-07-09

the fascinating and surprising history of english spelling from david crystal everyone s favorite

expert logophile with the story of english in 100 words david crystal took us on a tour through

the history of our language now with spell it out he takes on the task of answering all the

questions about how we spell why is english spelling so difficult or why are good spellers so

proud of their achievement that when they see a misspelling they condemn the writer as

sloppy lazy or uneducated in thirty seven short engaging and informative chapters crystal

takes readers on a history of english spelling starting with the roman missionaries sixth

century introduction of the roman alphabet and ending with where the language might be

going he looks individually at each letter in the alphabet and its origins he considers the

question of vowels and how people developed a way to tell whether or not it was long or short

he looks at influences from other cultures and explains how english speakers understood that

the o in hopping was a short vowel rather than the long vowel of hoping if you ve ever asked

yourself questions like why do the words their there and they re sound alike but mean very

different things or how can we tell the difference between charge the verb and charge the

noun david crystal s spell it out will spell it all out for you

Words on Words

2000-10-15

the author explains structure and then shows how it works in different language contexts the

literary the non literary the spoken and the written he explores a wide range of linguistic
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themes including sociolinguistics language acquisition and register and shows how our

language can be interpreted

Linguistics

1974

now in its third edition the cambridge encyclopedia of the english language provides the most

comprehensive coverage of the history structure and worldwide use of english fully updated

and expanded with a fresh redesigned layout and over sixty audio resources to bring

language extracts to life it covers all aspects of the english language including the history of

english with new pages on shakespeare s vocabulary and pronunciation updated statistics on

global english use that now cover all countries and the future of english in a post brexit

europe regional and social variations with fresh insights into the growing cultural identities of

new englishes english in everyday use with new sections on gender identities forensic studies

and big data in corpus linguistics and digital developments including the emergence of new

online varieties in social media platforms such as facebook twitter and whatsapp packed with

brand new colour illustrations photographs maps tables and graphs this new edition is an

essential tool for a new generation of twenty first century english language enthusiasts

Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics

2009-01-22

some people say scohn while others say schown he says bath while she says bahth you say

potayto i say potahto and wait a second no one says potahto no one s ever said potahto have

they from reconstructing shakespeare s accent to the rise and fall of received pronunciation

actor ben crystal and his linguist father david travel the world in search of the stories of

spoken english everyone has an accent though many of us think we don t we all have our

likes and dislikes about the way other people speak and everyone has something to say

about correct pronunciation but how did all these accents come about and why do people feel
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so strongly about them are regional accents dying out as english becomes a global language

and most importantly of all what went wrong in birmingham witty authoritative and jam packed

full of fascinating facts you say potato is a celebration of the myriad ways in which the english

language is spoken and how our accents in so many ways speak louder than words

Spell It Out

2013-06-18

this book takes a long hard look at the text messaging phenomenon and its effects on literacy

language and society young people who seem to spend much of their time texting sometimes

appear unable or unwilling to write much else media outrage has ensued it is bleak bald sad

shorthand writes a commentator in the uk guardian it masks dyslexia poor spelling and mental

laziness exam answers using textese and reports that examiners find them acceptable have

led to headlines in the tabloids and leaders in the qualities do young people text as much as

people think do adults does texting spell the end of literacy is there a panic in the media david

crystal looks at the evidence he investigates how texting began and who uses it why and what

for he shows how to interpret its mix of pictograms logograms abbreviations symbols and

wordplay and how it works in different languages he explores the ways similar devices have

been used in different eras and discovers that the texting system of conveying sounds and

meaning goes back a long way all the way in fact to the origins of writing and he concludes

that far from hindering literacy texting may turn out to help it contents list

Making Sense of Grammar

2004

designed for classroom use as reference source as well as a basis for discussion learning

and understanding this volume covers the main points from the national curriculum at all

levels arranged alphabetically it offers explanations of language concepts professor david

crystal has worked with cartoonist edward mclachlan with the aim of making the entries both
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informative and fun

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language

2018-11-29

summary english is spoken or written today by a third of the world s population an

unprecedented achievement for a language how has this situation come about and what

happens to a language when it is used by so many in this illustrated history david crystal

charts the development of the language from the earliest runic inscriptions in old english

through the emergence of a standard variety of english between 1400 and 1800 to the most

modern forms of the language in concrete and text poetry in telling the story he draws on

examples from english in its various guises and uses from our everyday english to english in

the workplace and english used as a medium of playful and literary expression the regional

and international varieties of english are also considered this book shows us where language

is now where it has been and perhaps most important of all where it is heading for the new

varieties of the language appearing in world literature and on the internet show that this is a

story which is by no means over

You Say Potato

2014-10-09

why is there an h in ghost william caxton inventor of the printing press and his flemish

employees are to blame without a dictionary or style guide to hand in fifteenth century bruges

the typesetters simply spelled it the way it sounded to their foreign ears and it stuck seventy

five per cent of english spelling is regular but twenty five per cent is complicated and in spell it

out our foremost linguistics expert david crystal extends a helping hand to the confused and

curious alike he unearths the stories behind the rogue words that confound us and explains

why these peculiarities entered the mainstream in an epic journey taking in sixth century

monks french and latin upstarts the industrial revolution and the internet by learning the
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history and the principles crystal shows how the spellings that break all the rules become

easier to get right

Txtng: The Gr8 Db8

2009-07-09

it s the most simple unassuming innocent looking verb to be yet it is jam packed with more

different meanings forms and uses than any other english word as he reveals be s multiple

incarnations david crystal takes us to the heart of our flexible and changing language he tells

the intriguing story in 26 chapters each linked to a particular usage we meet circumstantial be

how are you numerical be two and two is four quotative be so i was like wow and ludic be oh

no he isn t and a whole swarm of other meanings bringing the ideas to life are a host of

examples from sources as varied as beowulf jane austen pantomime hamlet of course and

star wars with cartoons from ed mclachlan and punch peppered throughout full of fascinating

nuggets of information it is a book to delight any lover of words and language

Language A to Z

1991

Evolving English

2010

Spell It Out

2012-09-06
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What is Linguistics?

1969

The Story of Be

2017-04-28
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